
Stockholmsmässan 10 december 2022            Domare: TABORDA MARIA AMÉLIA

DRAGONGÅRDENS A HARD DAY'S NIGHT
Juniorklass Excellent 1a CK, BHKL 4a Reserv certifikat
1 year very happy, friendly young dog. With almost the correct proportions in head, eye colour ok. 
correct ears. typical neck, good topline for the age. Correct croup, must improve the front but moves 
already with parallell good sidemovement with acceptable carriage tail
Regnr: SE67615/2021 Ägare: SJÖSTRÖM ANDERS, TÄBY

MOHINHI'S VIPER VAN VICTORY
Juniorklass Excellent 2a, Bästa Junior 
10 months good size and bone for the age, the head is not yeat finished. needs a bit large muzzle and 
more marked nasal bridge, good eye colour, typical neck, nice topline for the age. puppy coat, puppy 
mover, hope he will develop in a good way 
Regnr: SE22325/2022 Ägare: GUSTAFSSON MARIA, TÄRNSJÖ

LIONBROOK'S JUST STUNNING
Juniorklass Very good 3a
16 months, enough masculine, would prefer a little bit more bone. Enough correct proportions inhead, 
good eye colour, good ears, typical neck, a bit soft topline, must improve the front. Close rear movement
and good side movement, needs time. Not in coat condition
Regnr: SE57119/2021 Ägare: SÖDERQVIST MARIA, SOLLEFTEÅ

BÖLELEJONET IS FEELING STRONG
Juniorklass Very good 4a
Enough type difficult to manage. Would like better proportions in head. Correct eyes and nasal bridge. 
Good neck, need to firm the topline. Must improve the front. Enough rear angulations. Good 
sidemovements, but not the best carriage tail.
Regnr: SE71186/2021 Ägare: PÄRSSINEN JOUKO, AVESTA

DUNDRETS MIRACLE MAN Regnr: SE26962/2022
Juniorklass Deltog Ej

KHAIMAS' GOLDEN AUTUMN LEAVES Regnr: SE14753/2022
Juniorklass, Deltog Ej

DRAGONGÅRDENS CATCH ME TWICE
Unghundsklass Excellent 1a CK
22 months, very nice shape, very friendly, and very typey. Good relation between scull and muzzle, 
excellent eye colour, correcy ears, typical neck excellent topline and croup and bone.already nice 
parallell movements. excellent coat and colour, nice mover but with a bit happy tail carriage
Regnr: SE15214/2021 Ägare: FJELLBORG MALIN, TUNGELSTA

LEJONVINDEN'S LUST OF HIGHLIGHT 
Öppen klass Excellent 1a CK, BHKL 3a Certifikat
almost 2 years, masculine and happy. Nice shape, very nice proportions in head with good eye colour 
and correct ears. Enough firm topline for the age, correct croup, good parallellism, moves freel with very 
nice sidemovement and carriage tail
Regnr: SE40980/2020 Ägare: WILDERING VICTORIA, FRÄNDEFORS 



DRAGONGÅRDENS MIRACLE EXPRESS
Öppen klass Excellent 2a CK
3 years old, very nice shape. excellent typey head in all details. excellent nasal bridge, eye colour and 
ears, typey neck, strong topline. good croup, parrallell, very nice side moveents with only acceptable 
carriage tail
Regnr: SE13553/2020 Ägare: STRID CHARLOTTA, ÅKERSBERGA 

GEP'S BIG BEAR'S SNOWY SNOWBEAR
Championklass Excellent 1a CK, BHKL 1a Nordic Show certifikat BIR
3 years old, very nice sixe and shape and bone. very nice typical masculine head, excellent eye colour 
enough correct ears, typey neck, strong topline, good parallellism, excellent side movement
Regnr: SE14120/2019 Ägare: EKSTRÖM PERSSON GINA, ÖSTERVÅLA

GEP'S BIG BEAR'S BLACKFEET
Championklass Excellent 2a CK, BHKL 2a Reserv-Nordic Show certifikat
6 and a half,years old, still in good condition. Goos shape correct proportions. good eye colour, with 
enough correct format and size, correct ears. Nice topline for age. parallell in stay, moving still very freely
with good carriage tail
Regnr: SE22837/2016 Ägare: KÄLVESKOG MONICA, HARBO

GEP'S BIG BEAR'S BILLABONG
Championklass Excellent 3a 
4 years old, almost correct proportions in body, enough bone, correct proportions in head with nice eye 
colour, correct ears, typey neck, enough solid topline, parallell in stay but, cross a bit in front movement,
Regnr: SE40630/2018 Ägare: NORBERG TOMMY, HUDDUNGEBY

DRAGONGÅRDENS DISTANT LOVER
Championklass Excellent 4a
4 years old, correct size and proportions, correct proportions in head with good eye colour, a bit long 
ears but very nice muzzle bridge. Typical neck, solid topline, parallel in stay but but completely 
unbalanced front movement, but good in rear
Regnr: SE58164/2018 Ägare: AVERSKOG SUSANNE, LAMMHULT

MOHINHI'S SACCO FROM A SUPRISE
Championklass Excellent
2 years old, enough masculinity, medium size, enough bone, enough correct proportions in head with 
good eye colour. Set ears a little bit back. typey neck, good topline, very close rear movement, but free 
sidemovement.
Regnr: SE24967/2020 Ägare: GUSTAFSSON MARIA, TÄRNSJÖ

ÖGONGLIMTENS I COULD BE THE ONE
Championklass Excellent
3,5 years old, good proportions, correct proportions in head with good eye colour, typical neck with solid
neclkine. a bit narrow in front and front movement and front movement not in balance but good in side 
movement.
Regnr: SE36532/2019 Ägare: SKÄRSTRÖM PATRICK, GÄVLE

Tikar
DRAGONGÅRDENS SHE LOVES YOU
Juniorklass Excellent 1a
medium size, bone according to the overall, correct proportions in head, with good eye colour, set ears a
bit low, acceptable topline for the age, must improve in front. very good in side movement, must 
improve in front
Regnr: SE67620/2021 Ägare: LARSSON OWE, ALUNDA



BIRKABAZZE'S JAKITA WARRIOR HEART
Juniorklass Excellent 2a
10 months, still very juvenile, with good size shape and bone. Almost correct proportions in head with 
correct nasal reach. Must have a bit of nuque, typical neck, must have firm topline, enough parallell for 
the age, needs time, close a bit in rear and loose a little bit in metacarpus
Regnr: SE12641/2022 Ägare: LILJA MARIETTE, KUNGSÖR

BÖLELEJONET IS FEELING PRECIOUS Deltog Ej Regnr: SE71192/2021  

BÖLELEJONET MY NEW FUTURE Deltog Ej Regnr:SE22027/2022 

DUNDRETS MIRACLE OF LOVE
Juniorklass Good
10 months, medium size, difficult to manage. must get self confidence, less of type in head, with straight 
nasal bridge and set ears in back. A little bit light overall, loose elbows and movement not in balance
Regnr: SE26964/2022 Ägare: BARRHÄLL LENA, GÄLLIVARE

SKULLSAM'S DIVA
Juniorklass Good
14 months, a bit light overall. not yeat correct proportions in head but good mask and eye colour. bit low
set ears, very soft topline, to eye croupe according to the withers. A bit loose in the elbows, must 
improve overall
Regnr: SE65983/2021 Ägare: BJÖRCK MIKAELA, ÖSTRA RYD

BÖLELEJONET BRISA AS IN FROZEN
Unghundsklass Excellent 1a CK, Reserv cerifikat
23 months, medium size and feminine, good shape, good relation between scull and mazzle, excellent 
muzzle bridge, good eye colur and correct ears, typey neck, solid topline for the age, enough parallell in 
stay, excellent side movement, would like better texture of the coat
Regnr: SE14828/2021 Ägare: ÖSTLUND MALIN, SANDVIKEN

CON-CORDELIAS HEAVENS DAUGHTER
Unghundsklass Good
20 months old, very light overall, not in the correct type, too low and back set ears, wich doesnt give the 
right expression. veru light and soft in body, very light in bone, not in coat condition, loose in elbows in 
front movement.
Regnr: SE27234/2021 Ägare: AGNETA ERIKSSON, FÄRENTUNA

VILJANSHOF ICING ON THE CAKE
Bruks / Jaktklass Excellent 1a CK, BTKL 3a Certifikat
3 years old, nice size, proportions and bone. Very typey feminine head with enough stop and with a 
beautiful nasal bridge. a bit low set ears, typey neck, strong topline, parallell in stay. Nice coat, vety nice 
parallel up and down movement
Regnr: SE14975/2020 Ägare: MAGNUSSON EVA, IDKERBERGET

LA DOLCE LUNA'S UNITY BELOVED FOR M
Öppen klass Excellent 1a CK, BTKL 2a Reserv-Nordic Show certifikat
4 years old, nice bone, nice feminine head with good relation between all details, typical nasal bridge, 
correct, typey neck, strong topline, parallellmoves parallell and with correct side movement
Regnr: SE40028/2018 Ägare: VON HOLTEN MATHILDE, SMÅLANDSSTENAR



DRAGONGÅRDENS PRIDE AND JOY
Öppen klass Excellent 2a CK
4 years old, nice shape and size, excellent feminine typey head, very typical nasal bridge, a bit low set 
ears, typey neck, enough strong topline, could have better parallell front, and better parallell front 
movement, but very nice side movement
Regnr: SE58166/2018 Ägare: JUNEHALL JESSIKA, MALMÖ

LA DOLCE LUNA'S PLAYFUL SOUL FOR ME
Öppen klass Excellent 3a
3 ½ years old, nice size correct proportions, enough bone, very typey feminine head, with good relation 
in headlines, excellent nasal bridge a bit low set ears but good carriage. typey neck, still strong topline, 
parallell in stay, enough parallell up and down, nice side movement
Regnr: SE43279/2019 Ägare: NIELSEN MARINA, BURSERYD

TIANA
Öppen klass Excellent 4a
4 years old, medium size, must loose 2 kilo, wich disturbs the real judgement. Enough bone, nice relation
between scull and muzzle, good nasal bridge a bit back set ears, the topline shows the 2 kilos. parallell 
but weight disturbing the movement
Regnr: SE31207/2018 Ägare: BARRHÄLL LENA, GÄLLIVARE

DRAGONGÅRDENS DIZZY MISS LIZZY
Öppen klass Very good
2 ½ years old, medium size, proportions and bone according to the size, correct proportions between 
scull an muzzle, enough correct nasal bridge, ears a bit set back, typical neck, Cross front movement,
Regnr: SE58531/2018 Ägare: TILLANDER LENA, ALUNDA

DRAGONGÅRDENS LITTLE DARLING Regnr: SE58169/2018
Deltog Ej

LA DOLCE LUNA'S LEGACYSELFIEFORME
Championklass Excellent 1a CK, Btkl 1a Nordic Show certifikat, BIM
7 years old, nice size proportions and bone, correct proportions between skull and muzzle typical nasal 
bridge good eye colour a bit low set ears, enough neck, still strong topline for age and solid moveent, 
also for the age
Regnr: SE25471/2016 Ägare: VON HOLTEN ELISE, SMÅLANDSSTENAR

HELLO KITTY ZLOTA ELITA
Championklass Excellent 2a CK, BTKL 4a
4 years old, excellent nice size bone and proportions, strong correct head without loosing femininity. 
Excellent realtion between skull and muzzle and nasal bridge. Back set ears, enough neck, strong topline.
Parallell up and down movement. good side movement, could have better stay if she was not searching 
for someone
Regnr: SE52975/2018 Ägare: ANDERSSON MARIA-HELEN, KISA

FABLERNAS IS TAPP
Championklass Excellent 3a CK
7 years old, still in good cindition, good in bone and corect proportions, very nice feminine head with 
excellent nasal bridge, good eye colour, a bit low set ear, typical neck, a bit soft topline, acceptable for 
age, moves still solid with very nice side movements
Regnr: SE14414/2016 Ägare: BARRHÄLL LENA, GÄLLIVARE



DUVASGÅRDENS VILJAS VINNI
Championklass Excellent 4a
7 years old, still in good condition, feminine size and bone, good realtion between scull and muzzle with 
good nasal bridge. Correct ears, typical neck a bit soft topline but absolutely acceptable for age. paralell 
in stay, loose a little bit in metacarphus but acceptable
Regnr: SE26277/2015 Ägare: ERIKSSON ROLF, NÅS

LA DOLCE LUNA'S PERFECT SOUL FOR ME
Championklass Excellent
3 year old, good size, enough bone, correct proportions in body, correct relation between skull and 
muzzle, good eye color a bit low set ears, good nasal bridge, could have better connection between neck 
withers and topline. moves freely, close a bit in rear and loose a bit in metacarphus
Regnr: SE43277/2019 Ägare: VON HOLTEN MATHILDE, SMÅLANDSSTENAR

REMRÖD'S YELLOW DIAMOND
Championklass Excellent
5 years old medium sixe with correct proportions and bone, good relation between skull and muzzle with
correct muzzle bridge, good eye colour, a bit low set ears. I prefer better connection between neck and 
withers. parallell in stay, close little bit i front movement, but correct in side movement
Regnr: SE48190/2017 Ägare:GUSTAFSSON MARIA, TÄRNSJÖ

KNOCKANDO'S XO DE LUZE FINE
Veteranklass Excellent 1a CK
9 years old, still in good condition, we must all improve the love to be in the ring with eterans. Nice size, 
bone, almost correct lines in head, and a life and friendly expression, still a good topline for age, parallel 
an still a good mover, Thank you for showing her to me
Regnr: SE57841/2013 Ägare: LINDBLOM DENISE, LINKÖPING


